APPLICATION SHEET: UNITE ADMIN DESKTOP
Application: Unite Admin Desktop
Provides a flexible, low-cost tool for
deployment and administration
Performs all necessary administrative
functions
Eliminates need for on-site Admin server
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Unite Admin Desktop is a Windows® based
application tool that supports Unite system
configuration and administration on a
personal computer. This desktop application
lets you use Unite Admin without the need
for a permanently installed server.

No server. No problem
Unite Admin Desktop is designed specifically for the implementation and
administration of smaller facilities requiring minimal ongoing configuration
changes and limited on-site IT support—no server required. It can be used
to configure a Unite implementation and then be disconnected from the
system altogether.
Admin Desktop provides everything required for a complete Unite
deployment. It lets an administrator set up a facility user database, assign
staff mobile alerts, and configure all integrations such as nurse call and
patient monitoring.
Simplified user database setup
Unite Admin Desktop provides tools that easily can create and maintain
a user database. Using predefined templates, administrators can build a
user database off-line, then batch process them later at their convenience.
These templates are an easy-to-use collaboration tool that reduces the
effort required for user database setup and ongoing change management.
Assign staff to receive mobile alert messages
Unite Admin Desktop can be used for easy, straightforward staff
assignment setup where these assignments are static and not likely to
change. There are two staff assignment options: event assignment and
location assignment. Event assignment, for example, lets you send nurse
call events to one caregiver, and patient monitoring events to another
caregiver. Either assignment option gives you the flexibility to ensure
proper response to patient events.
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User database management

Pre-defined templates for building and managing user database setup and implementation – work offline and upload your user changes when necessary. Supported file
formats are: Excel (macro enabled), Excel, XML, and CSV.

Staff assignment

Two staff assignment options: event assignment and location assignment.


Event assignment gives you the option to send nurse call events to one caregiver,
and patient monitoring events to another caregiver.



Location assignments are typically used when a mobile device, passed from shift
to shift, is assigned a particular sets of patient rooms.

Integration configuration

Configure integrations to healthcare systems such as nurse call, patient monitoring and
other Unite-supported systems.

Centrally stored configuration

All Unite configuration information can be centrally stored on the Unite Connectivity
Manager (Unite CM) to ensure easy access by multiple users. The Unite CM includes a
built-in FTP area that can be used for this purpose.



ELIMINATES NEED FOR AN ON-SITE SERVER DEDICATED TO ADMINISTRATION



PROVIDES OFFLINE USER DATABASE MANAGEMENT



SIMPLIFIES SUPPORT AND ADMINISTRATION DURING DEPLOYMENT



FLEXIBLE, LOW COST TOOL FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND ONGOING SUPPORT
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